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Disadvantage: child poverty

• It’s not just about early years

• We need a bigger change

• BUT there are things we can do 
now



Gaps double

• By the end of the EYFS, the gap between 
children eligible for free school meals 
and all children is 4.6 months.

• That gap doubles by the end of primary, 
and doubles again by the end of 
secondary schooling

• Children with SEND are 10 to 15 months 
behind other children by the end of the 
Early Years Foundation Stage, according 
to the Education Policy Institute’s annual 
report. 





The Matthew 
Effect

• ‘The concept of Matthew 
effects springs from findings 
that individuals who have 
advantageous early 
educational experiences are 
able to utilize new 
educational experiences 
more efficiently’

• Stanovich, K.E., 1986. Matthew effect in reading: 
Some consequences of individual Differences. 
The Acquisition of Literacy. Reading Research



Children and families left without support

Children who have missed important early experiences 
and probably don’t have longer-term needs

Unmet and undiagnosed needsCOVID RECOVERY.

EARLY YEARS

Impact on early communication, physical 
development and emotional well-being

Different families 
and communities 

affected differently



CHOICES.

Intentional teaching

Are we doing the best for every child?
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WINDOWS AND 

MIRRORS.
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT.

Let children develop in an 
enabling environment

Track children’s development 
from one step to the next
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Child 
development

• Unique child

• Unique journeys

• At the top level: an overall 
direction and pace



You’re on a bus 
in central 
London heading 
out to the 
countryside



As you head 
out of London, 
what looks 
different?



Where are 
you?



Child development

• We have an overall picture of where we are 
heading

• But we can’t just look and make an instant 
judgement

• It’s the same with the children we are working 
with: we can’t just observe and find the ‘next 
step’ on a drop down list from a tracker

• Children’s learning and development doesn’t
just ‘unfold’ with us tracking and celebrating 
each stage

• We need a mixed approach to early years 
education: a ‘mongrel curriculum’



• It’s not just about enabling 
children to develop freely.
• It’s not just about learning 

small steps, one after the next
• Smith (1999, p.86): “models of 

development which emphasise 
the child’s natural and 
spontaneous development 
from within or of development 
as being shaped entirely 
through learning processes 
have been strongly criticised.”



Teaching

As the adult has more 
knowledge and experience, the 
encounter is necessarily 
unequal; but it is understood by 
the participants as a process of 
giving more agency to the child, 
rather in the manner that 
Bruner (1995, p.6) describes –
“adults treating the child as an 
agent and bent on ‘teaching’ 
him to be more so.” 



What choices will 

you make?



COMMUNICATION.

The importance of language 
development

A broader and richer vocabulary
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30-million word gap



The challenge

‘Preschool settings are often 
dominated by teacher talk and this 
talk has been criticized as being 
overly directive and unresponsive, 
often focusing on procedural or 
management information which is 
associated with restricted and less 
complex language use by the 
children.’

20



The challenge

‘In contrast, where children 
receive frequent examples of 
language models, development is 
enhanced.’

Supporting early oral language 
skills for English language learners 
in inner city preschool provision

21

https://bpspsychub.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1348/000709910X493080
https://bpspsychub.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1348/000709910X493080
https://bpspsychub.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1348/000709910X493080


Prioritising high quality 
interactions  
• There is lots of evidence that emphasises the 

importance and power of high-quality interactions 
between children and adults.

• Siraj et al (2017) state: “There is an increasing 
recognition that the relationship a child has with 
a teacher or caregiver that is both sensitive and 
stimulating is the central and most critical component 
of early care and education.”

• Conversation matters!



Beyond the 30-million-word-gap



The power of everyday 
conversations and interactions

• Reflect on the importance of language-promoting 
strategies in naturalistic, everyday situations for 
modelling new words. 

• Make the most of routines such as getting dressed, 
snack and mealtimes and tidy up time. 

• Consider how to intentionally dedicate space and 
time to have rich, sustained back and forth 
conversations. 

• Use books as a focus for conversation: not just 
‘reading to’ children





Sensory needs

• Many children have unidentified 
needs that could be easily remedied

• around 13% of children in the U.K. 
may have an undiagnosed need 

• these issues can affect all children, 
but those from disadvantaged 
backgrounds and certain ethnicities 
are more likely to be affected 

• the NHS funds eye examinations and 
glasses for children, yet many families 
do not use this service 



CHOICES.

Reading to or reading with 
children?

Are we doing the best for every child?
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Helping every child 
to develop their 
communication



• A chapter on each of the prime and specific 
areas of learning to help you reflect on the 
choices you’re making

• Each chapter is consistently set out, with 
clear examples of practice as well as 
exploring leading-edge research

• Specific chapters on inclusion, English as an 
additional language, professional 
development, supporting disadvantaged 
children and vertical curriculum design

• Professional development

• Weaving through everything: equalities

• Weaving through everything: research and 
evidence

Putting
the EYFS

Curriculum
into Practice
Julian Grenier & Caroline Vollans
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FINAL THOUGHTS.

Early Years Toolkit

Find out more

Brains are built, 
not born
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Should we stop doing 
things which are good 

for our children?



@EducEndowFoundn

The Early Years Toolkit
Presents 12 approaches for improving 
teaching and learning summarising:

its average impact on attainment;
its cost;
the strength of the evidence supporting it.

Good starting point for professional 
conversations

CHOICES.
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